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Opening view: Friday 16th March, 6 to 9pm
Nina Power and Dean Kenning in discussion, Saturday 31st March, 3 to 5pm
At its third location – formerly a gallery in Raven Row – Piper Keys opens with an exhibition of kinetic sculpture
and Risograph prints by Dean Kenning.
Kenning’s kinetic sculpture, titled Renaissance Man, takes the form of a figure on all fours, its torso an open box,
the limbs aluminium tube. A face, hands and feet, cast in silicon rubber, complete the approximation of a human
body. With its back left open like an empty container, and its oversized proportions, it could be ridden, or taken as
a place to rest. In operation, the figure is locked in a single repetitive motion, pivoting at the centre, like a stuck
machine.* This is the humiliated Vitruvian Man – a dog, fucking.
First produced in 2001 as part of an ongoing series of kinetic works, Kenning has re-made and adapted
Renaissance Man for its installation at Piper Keys’ new location. He describes how the task of basic engineering
relegates formal concerns; the priority instead is the mechanism. The work exists in this operational form, as a
series of small, technical successes. Still, the resulting movement is unpredictable and potentially destructive as it
threatens to pull itself apart.
This is a debased work, not just in figurative terms, but also as a sculptural form in an embarrassing lineage: the
medium of kinetic sculpture. At the same time the work departs, in an unwieldy movement, from the current
condition of well-managed art. The aspiration for the work is that it survives the exhibition.
Where It Was will also include several new diagrammatic Risograph prints which both exemplify and expand upon
what Kenning calls his ‘Social Body Mind Mapping’ pedagogical technique.** A series selected for the exhibition
outline a theory of artistic production where the maker’s conscious ‘idea’ or intention is displaced through the
speculative tracing of the singular work’s ‘origin’ to multiple (physiological, psychological, relational, socioeconomic, etc.) conditions of possibility.
Piper Keys will run an independent programme at the invitation of Raven Row from Spring 2018 to Autumn 2019.
Piper Keys is supported using public funding by the National Lottery through Arts Council England. Dean
Kenning’s kinetic sculpture has been produced with financial assistance from The Elephant Trust. Special thanks
to Marianne Keating.
Piper Keys would like to thank Maudie Gibbons, Meret Kaufmann, Robert Liddiment, Alan and Christine Leaman,
Joseph Leaman, Joseph Murray, Jacques Rogers, Alex Sainsbury and Jonathan P. Watts for their ongoing
support.
Gallery opening hours 12noon to 6pm, Friday to Sunday
Entrance through 58a Artillery Lane
Piper Keys
58a Artillery Lane
London, E1 7LS
info@piperkeys.com
www.piperkeys.com
* In his second seminar (1954-55) Jacques Lacan, adopting a cybernetic metaphor and complicating Cartesian dualism,
describes the (neurotic) human as a ‘jammed machine’ caught within a symbolic circuitry.
** The title of the exhibition is taken from Freud’s dictum: ‘Where it [Id] was, there I [Ego] will be.’

